
Maneuverable mid-size
ride-on scrubber dryer

SC4000



Clean confined areas with ease

Agile, flexible, and easy to use

Perfect for cleaning both small and large areas as well as aisles.
With a more compact design, the SC4000 is capable of easy 
maneuverability in narrow spaces and is able to pass through 
standard-sized doorways. Designed to clean a wide variety of 

floor surfaces with its highly versatile two deck options and was 
developed with schools, hospitals, and retail stores in mind.



Mindful Cleaning Efficiency

Innovative technologies and functionalities that ensure high performance 

Easy Operation All command functions are integrated
into the steering wheel - quick access allows for 
seamless, on-the-go adjustments. Operator’s hands are 
always in contact with the wheel. 

Flexible and Quiet Clean inconspicuously any time due 
to best-in-class turning radius (166 cm), a compact 
profile, and low-decibel quiet operation.

Ensure high-quality cleaning every time, regardless of 
dirt level.  At the touch of a button, EcoFlex™ enables 
optimum cleaning results regardless of soil levels and 
saves detergent and water.

Reduce costs, minimize dump and refill cycles and  
maximize productivity with SmartFlow™, using up to 
50% less water and detergent than similar machines.



Clean all areas with ease

Available in both standard and high-performance models, disc and cylindrical to optimize versatility and maximize productivity.

Navigate doorways, up and down aisles or in open spaces 
without missing a beat

Nilfisk A/S
Kornmarksvej 1 · 2605 Brøndby · Denmark
Tel. +45 43 23 81 00 · mail.com@nilfisk.com
www.nilfisk.com
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Technical specifications

Description Unit
SC4000 710D /  

SC4000 710D HP
SC4000 710C / 

SC4000 710C HP
SC4000 810C / 

SC4000 810C HP
SC4000 860D / 

SC4000 860D HP

Reference number
56120004 /

56120402
56120003 / 

56120401
56120006 / 

56120403
56120007 / 

56120404

Scrub deck type Disc Cylindrical Cylindrical Disc

Scrub path mm 710 710 810 860

Productivity rate theoretical (standard/HP) m2/h 4970/5713 4970/5713  5670/6518 6020/6920

Dimension (lxwxh) mm 159x79.2x146 159x79.2x146 159x92.8x146 159x92x146

Brush motor power (standard/HP) W 710/850 710/850 710/850 710/850

Solution  / recovery tank capacity L 125/125 125/125 125/125 125/125

Gradability scrubbing % 9 9 9 9

Sound pressure level dB(A) +/-3 65.8 66.0 65.6 67.8 

Voltage V 36 36 36 36

Brush pressure kg 52/75/100 42/59/76 42/59/76 52/75/100

Transport speed (fwd. maximum) (standard/HP) kph 7.0/8.0 7.0/8.0 7.0/8.0 7.0/8.0


